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state was more stably based than that in which the body
politic coincided with the main striking force of the army.
(Hence, as we saw, many states later extended the franchise
to all who could afford hoplite armour, while Athens abolished
all property qualifications entirely, for the poorest Athenian
could pull his oar in the fleet.) This still further increased
everyone's desire to keep a horse if he could; and from a
desire to advertise the fact if your family could afford to
keep horses sprang the popularity of " horsy" personal
names: Hipponax, Hippokles, Hippokleides, Hipparchos,
Hippokrates ; " Xanthippos or Chairippos or Kleippides "
to quote the passage where Aristophanes 1 " takes off " this
form of harmless snobbery. An amusing by-product of
this enthusiasm was a tendency to exaggerate the size of
the horse in art. This appears in numerous late Geometric
painted vases and terra-cottas (e.g. some from Tanagra, now
at Athens) and especially well in the frieze from the archaic
temple at Prinias, in the Kandia museum, showing a file
of horsemen whose mounts, in proportion to the men, must
be 9 or 10 feet high. To find cavalry at all in rocky Crete
is quite surprising, but in the excitement of the moment
it was introduced,2 and considered the " guard " corps, the
elite of the army. Sparta too provided her kings with a
mounted life-guard regiment 300 strong; but, as in some
other Greek cavalry forces, these operated only as mounted
infantry, fighting in the phalanx with the rest of the army.
In the end their horses were discarded altogether, though
with Spartan conservatism the name of " knights" was
retained.3
Hardly anything is known of the international or inter-
state politics of Ionia in this age ; only those rare incidents
were remembered which affected later titles to land, or left a
considerable mark on the political map. We read of how
Smyrna, originally the southernmost Aiolic city, was
treacherously seized by a dissident minority from Ionian
Kolophon, who when expelled from their own state 'had
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